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Abstract, The NP( ) and NPQUERY( ) operators are studied in order to develop necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the class PSPACE to be equal to the union of the polynomial-time 
hierarchy. 
1. Intrwiuc~on 
Is.NP equal to PSPACE? If not, is the union of the polynomial-time hierarchy 
equal to PSPACE? The main result of this paper is a collection of necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the answer to th.e second question to be ‘yes’. 
The question of .whether the class NP of languages accepted inpolynomial time by 
nondeterministic machines i equal to the class PSPACE of languages accepted by 
machines that use at most polynomial work space has stimulated the investigation of
the existence of a nontrivial polynomial-time hierarchy [3,10,11,14]. The study af 
relativizations of NP and PSPACE has led to the investigation of NP( ) and 
PSPACE( ) as operators and it is known that PSPACE( ) is an idempotent operator 
(i.e., for all A, PSPACE(PSPACE(A)) =PSPACE(A)) while NP( ) is not idem- 
potent (i.e., there exists an oracle set B such that NP(B) # NP(NP(B)) [2,3]). 
A new class was introduced in [S]. For any oracle set A+ let NPQUERY(A) 
(PQUERY(A)) be the class ‘of languages accepted by norrdeterministic (resp., 
deterministic) oracle machines thlat use A as oracle set, that use at most a lpolynomial 
amount of work space, and that are allowed to query the oracle only a polynomial 
number of tim,es in any accepting computation. Theorem 3.1 of [5] states that 
NP = PSPACE if and only if for all oracle sets A, MP(PI) = NPQUERY(A), and so 
one might try to resolve the question of NP = ? PSPACE by finding an oracle set B 
such that NP(J3) # NPQUERY(B) or by showing that for all A, NP(A) = 
NPQUERY(A). Many of the results in [S] make it appear that classes of the Eorm 
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PQUERY(A) or NPQUEXY(A) have structural properties that are very similar to 
those of p and r4P and thus appear to behave more like classes specified by 
time-boundd:d machines shan like classes specified by space-boundc d machines. 
These facts she& iight CM the nature of relativized computation : jy restricted 
machines and in addition suggest hat other similarities between FQX ERY( ) and 
NPQUERY( ) on the one hand, and P( ) and NP( ) on the otfier hand, be 
investigated. 
In the present paper the operators NP( ) <and NPQUERY( ) are investigated in 
connection with the question of whether PSPACE is equal to the union of the 
polynomial-time hierarchy, that is, whether PSPACE is equal to the class of 
extended rudimentary languages. The most important single result (Theorem 5.5) is 
a collection of necessary and sufficient conditions for this to occur. To establish this 
result it is necessary to define ‘the polynomial-query hierarchy relative to A’, for an 
oracle set A ; the definition of this hierarchy is similar to that of the polynomial-time 
hierarchy relative to an oracle set, and for each oracle set the two hierarchies relative 
to that set are very closely related. The fact that for every oracle set A, 
NP(NPQUERY(A)) = NPQUERY(NPQUERY(A)) (Corollary 3.5) is a useful tool 
in this development, in particular in comparing the polynomial-time and polynomial- 
query hierarchies relative to an oracle set and characterizing the polynomial-query 
hierarchy relative to an oracle set (Theorem 4.4). 
The reason for introducing the polynomial-query classes and the yolynumial- 
query hierarchy is not to define new classes but rather to provide tools to study (as in 
[S]) whether NP is equal to PSPACE or (in the present paper) whether PSPACE is 
equal to the union of the polynomial-time hierarchy. It is hoped that this approach 
will clarify insights gained from [a, 3, IO]. 
The results presented here add to our understanding of complexity-bounded 
operators as well as illustrating that requiring a bound on the number of times a 
machine performs an operation forces a class of languages pecified by space- 
bounded machines to have properties very similar to these sf a class specified by 
time-bounded *machines. The proof techniques illustrate the power and usefulness of 
the algebraic approact to formal language theory for studying questions about 
computational comple:Gty. 
2. Not,s(ion 
Th!s paper is a sequel to [S] and it is assumed that the reader is familiar with t 
:,otation used there. Certain additional notions are explained here. 
If 9 is a class of languages, then let co-9 be the class of complements of 9, i.e., 
r;n-Z’ = {X* - Ll C is in 9 and C is a finite alphabet such that L s E* j. 
If 58’1 and 92 are clrisses of languages, then let 
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If .5? is a class of languages, then 
&#) = {lC (E) 1 L E 9 and h is polynomial-erasing on L}. 
3. resentations 
For any class 
U{NP(A)IAE=% 
5? of languages, let P(X) = Lj {P(A) 1 A E 9}, NF(6P) = 
PQUERY(Z) = u {PQUEWY(A) IA E 5?}, NPQUERY(Z’) = 
u (NPQUERY(A) 1 A E S} and PSPACE(9) = U (PSPACE(A) I A E Z’}. It is 
known that for all 9, P(P(s)) = P(9) and PSPACE(PSPACE(9)) = PSPACE(.9), 
and it is easy to show that PQUERY(PQUERY(9)) = PQUERY(9). In this section 
we represent classes of the form NPQUERY(9) for certain classes 9. 
Using the techniques of Ginsburg, Greibach, and Hopcroft [71 and of Wrathall 
[ 1 319 we can establish the following facts. 
Lemma 3.1, (a) If 27s a class of languages that is closed under union with regular sets 
and marked concatenation (or marked union), then each of P(S), NP(.Z), 
PQUERY(s), NPQUERY(9) and PSPACE(9) is closed under interseczion, unim 
and concatenation. 
(b) If .Z is closed under concatenation (by regular sets), union with regular sets, 
#inverse homomorphism, and Kleene *, then for each A E 3 and homomorphism h, 
h-‘&4@ A)*) is in 2 I\ CO-~, and 9 I\ co-9 is closed under inverse homomorphism. 
(c) For any class 2’1 of languages, if 282 is NP(&) or NPQUERY(.91), then 
.Zz c Hp&o-~~)~ 
The representation of NPQUERY(Z) is the next result. 
Theorem 3.2. If 2 is a class uf languages that is closed under inverse homomorphism, 
union with regular sets, concatenation, concatenation with regular sets, and Kleene*, 
then NPQUERY(9) = H,,&Z’ F. co-9 h DSPACIEQLIN)). 
Proof, It is clear that NPQUERY(9’) is closed under polynomial-erasing 
‘lomomorphism and intersection, and that each of 5!$ co-g, and DSPACE(LIN) are 
:;ubclasses of NPQUERY(9). Thus, 
H,,,(9 A co-9 A DSPACE(LIN)) c NPQUElRY(g). 
If L is a language in NPQUERY(.Z’), then there is some set A such that 
L E NPQUERY(A). By Lemma 3.2 of [5], there exist homomorphisms ha and hZ and 
a language Iti E NSPACE(LIN) such that hl(L1 n hi1 ((A0 A)*)) = L and hl is 
polynomial-erasing on L1 A hy’ ((A@ A)*). From Lemma 3.1(b) we see that 
hi1 ((A 0 A)*) is in 9 A co-9 and so L Ps in H~l,(NSPACE(LIN) A 55’ A m-d?). Since 
L was chosen arbitrarily in NPQUERY(.Z’), this shc*ws that NPQUERY(9) E 
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HWly(.Z’ Aco-9 A NSPACE(LEN)). But NSPACE(LIN) E H,I,(DSPACE(LIN)) and 
9 A co-.cP is closed under inverse homomorphism so that 
ACE&IN)) = Hpo,@ A co-dip A NSPA(:E(LIN)) 
and so 
NPQUERY(9) c H,,,(Z A co-s%’ A DSPACE(LIN)). 
Using an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2, one tag obtain the 
following fact. 
Theorem 3.3. If .5Y is a class of languages that is closed under inverse homomorphism, 
union with regular sets, concatenation, concatenation with regular sets, and Kleene”, 
then 
NP(9) = {h(L) ; L E 9 A co-2 A DTIME(LIN) 
and h is polynomial-erasing on L) 
= H~l,(~ A co-2 A DTIME(LIN)). 
The following fact is useful. 
Corollary 3.4. Let SI be a singleton class or a class closed under marked union. 
(a) If 2’2 = NP(Z’~), then NPQUERY(&) = H,,,,~,,(co-92 A DSPACE(LIN)). 
(b) If .Z3 = NPoUERY(9r), then NPQUERY(Z??s) = HP&o-9~) = NP(&). 
Proof. Under the assumptions on 91, both NP(sl) and NPQUERY(.&) are closed 
under inverse homomorphism, union, concatenation, and Kleene *, and contain all 
regular sets. 
(a) From Theorem 3.2 we see that 
NPQIJERY(&) = HW,Y(S’2 A co4$ A DSPACE(LIN)). 
Since 9’2 = NP(=!&), =S!% E HW&o-.92) by Lemma 3.1 (c). Thus, 
c!if2 A COd?; G 4,&CO-92) A CO-ii??2 = &,,,.(CO4?~) 
since co-Z?2 is an intersection-closed preAFL. Therefore 
NPQUERY(14i) E 4,&Hpoly(co4&) A DSPACE(LIN)) 
= M’,&o-.%‘~ A DSPACE(LIN)) 
s ly(2%2 A ~0-3’~ A DSPACE(LIN)) 
ACE(LIN)) as claimed. 
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(b) From Theorem 3.2 we see that 
NPQUERY(& j = Hpoly(ZZ’3 A co-& A DSPACE(LIN) j 
G Hpoly(co-9’~ A DSPACE(LIN)). 
But 
DSPACE(LIN) G PSPACE = co-PSPACE c NPQUERY(Z&) = 2& 
so that DSPACE(LIN) EC~-PSPACEEC~-~&. Now ~0-33 is closed under inter- 
section and so NPQUERY(&) G Hw&o-dZ’~) and Hpoiy(co-2’3) c NPQUERY(93) 
so that NPQUERY(Z3) = Ho~y(co-Z’3). Similarly, 
NP(ZZ3) = Hpoly(5?3 A co-s3 A DTIME(LIN)) = Hpsly(co-.2’3). 
An intert sting question arises from consideration of Corollary 3.4. Let 9 be a class 
of languageas such that DTIME(LIN) c 9 C_ DSPACE(LiN) and 9 is closed under 
marked unicn. Let RUD be the class of rudimentary languages o that RUD is the 
smallest Boolean-closed AFL containing the language {a nb n 1 n > 0) [IS]. What is the 
class H,,&.i?’ A ~0-22 A RUD)? This class contains all of the extended rudimentary 
languages ince the latter class is equal to H,i,(RUD) and this class is contained in 
PSPACE since 9~ co-JZA RUD is a subclass of DSPACE(LIN) and 
Hi,&PSPACE) = PSPACE. 
The next fact follows from Corollary 3.4. 
CoroIky 3.5. For arey set A, NPQUERY(NPQUE:RY(A)) = NP(NPQUERY(A)). 
Another useful fact follows from Theorem 3.2. 
CoroZ;laPy 3.6. If 2 is a class of lunguages that is closed under inverse homomorphism, 
union with regular sets, concatenation, concatenation with regular sets, and Kleene *, 
and if DSPACE(LIN) s 9” then NPQUERY(2) = NP@?j. 
4. Iterations of NPQUERY( ) 
In this section we review the notion of the polynomial-time hierarchy and its 
relativized versions and introduce a comparable hierarchy based on the 
NPQUERY ( ) operator. 
Let .Z!? be a class of languages. Let Z;(s) = NP(9) and for each i 3 1, let 
Zy+t (9) = NP(Xy(9)). Let NP*(s) = Ui z:(z~). For each\ i 2 1, let Hp (9) = CO- 
is a singleton class, s = {A}, then write S:(A), NP*(. 4) a 
r ({A}), N?*({A}) an 7 ((A}), respectively. If 9 =: {0}, the 
NP*9 and HP instead of Zf’(8j, NP*(Ib), and Hr (0), respectively. 
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The structure 2: c 2; C l l l is known as the polynomial-time hierarchy even 
though it is not known whether it is a proper hierarchy. In fact, it is not known if any 
of the inclusions 2: c CE+, is proper; also, if P = NP, then for every k, 2$ = p, [3,11, 
13,143. It is known that for each i ~0, X:+1 = HwlY(ll~) and that NP* is the class of 
extended rudimentary languages, the smallest class of languages c Ljntaining the 
language {a 71 n 1 r2 a 0) and &sed under the Boolean operations, inve. se homomor- 
phism, and polynomial-erasing homomorphism [ 131. 
If A is an oracle set, the structure $‘(A) SE 2$(A) s 9 . l is known as the poly- 
nomial-time hiertzrchy relative to A. Baker and Selman [3] have shown 
oracle set A su& that Zf;(A) 5 S!(A) s &A) (see also [l]). It is kraown that for 
each i > 0, J$+, (A) = HP,&@ (A)) and that NP*(A) is the class of languages that 
are extended rudimentary in A, the smallest class of languages containing A and the 
language {a ‘% n 1 n a 0) and closed under the Boolean operations, inverse homomor- 
phism and polynomial-erasing homomorphism [ 131. 
For every class .9 of languages, NP* c NP”(2’) c PSPACE*(2?). If NP* = PSPACE, 
then the polynomial hierarchy is finite, and if NP*(A) = PSPACE(A) for some A, 
then the polynomial hierarchy relative to A is finite [13, 141. For any class 2’ of 
languages, NP*(.&?) = PSPACE(2) if and only if NP*(2) is closed under a language- 
theoretic operation related to the transitive closure of length-preserving binary 
string relations [4]. 
Now consider the operator NPQUERY( ). Let 2 be a class of languages. Let 
LCyQ(2) = NPQUERY(9) and for each i 3 1, let 2:: (2) = NPQUIX Y(X~Q(.Z)). 
Let NPQUERY”(2) = Ui Zpa (55’). For each i 2 1, let Z7rQ (2) = co&o (9). If 9 is 
a singleton class, say 2= {A}, then write XpQ(A), NPQUERY*(A) and #“(A) 
instead of Xp” ‘r (‘A)), %PQUERY*({A}) and nrQ ({A}), respectively. 
If A is an oracle set, the structure SrQ(A) c 25” (A) 2 l . l will be called the 
polynomiul-query hierarchy relative to A. The argument of Baker and Selman [3] can 
be used to show that there is an oracle set A such that CyQ (A) 5 25” (A) 5 SpQ (A). 
We will show that for all A and all i > 0, XFz (A) = Hp,&!?~Q (A)) = NP(SrQ(A)). 
Theorem 4.1. Let .2? be a singleton class or a class closed under marked union. Fb 
each i > 0, $‘?I (2) = HP0jY(17rQ (9)) = NP(ZpQ (2)). 
Proof. Since X7” (2) = NPQUERY(6P) and nrQ (2) = co-ZTQ(9), it follows from 
Corollary 3.4 that NPQUIERY(X~Q(9)) = NP(Z~Q(5?)) = H,l,,(l?$ (9)). Since 
2,‘” (2) is define4 to be NPQUERY(ZyQ(&?)), the result is true for f = 1. The 
inductive step also follows from Corollary 3.4 when we note that for every class %, 
both NP(%‘) and NPQUERY(%‘) are closed under marked union. 
NP(2rQ (A)). 
. For any oracle set A and every i > 0, 2;: (A) = HPO&iIf’” (A)) = 
l 3. For any oracle set A, NPQUERY*(A) = NP*(NPQUER-I (A)) = 
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Now we can obtain a ckacterizatitin theorem for classes of the form 
NPQUERY*(A). 
eo For every oracle set A, the class NPQUERY *(A) is the smallest cks of 
languages rh;rt contains A and every language in DSPACE(LIN) and that is closed 
under the Boolean operations, inverse homomorphism and polynomial-erasing 
homomorphism. 
hoof. Let S(A) be the smallest class of languages that col;tains A and every 
language in DSPACE(LIN) and that is closed under the Boolean operations, inverse 
homomorphism, and polynomial-erasing homomorphism. Using the results in 
Section 3, we see that for each i > 0 the class ZrQ(A) is closed under union, 
intersection, inverse homomorphism and polynomial-erasing homomorphism, and 
clearly A E X7* (A) and DSPACE(LIN) c PSPACE = 2’;” (0) c Zr” (A). Thus 
NPQUERY*(A) = kJi SPQ(A) is closed under these operations, A E 
NPQUERY”(A), and DSPACE(LIN) G NPQUERY*(A). Since for each i > 0, 
17rQ (A$ = co# (A) and Srz (A) = k&(I7~* (A)) I> HP” (A) (Corollary 4.2), we 
see that NPQUERY*(A) is closed under complementation. Thus, S(A)<: 
NPQUERY*(A j since S’(A) is the smallest class with these properties. 
Recall from Lemma 3.3 of [S] that NPQUERY(A) is the smallest class containing 
DSPACE(LIN) and every language of the form h-l((A@ A)*) where h is a 
homomorphism, and closed under intersection and polynomial-erasing homomor- 
phism. Thus, ZFQ(A) = NPQUERY(A) c Z’(A). Suppose that for some i > 0, 
ZFQ(A) G 5?(A). Then #” (A) c Z(A) since S’(A) is closed under complemen- 
tation. Since ZpQ i+l(A) = Hw&7~Q (A)) (Corollary 4.2) and .9(A) is closed under 
pbolynomial-erasing homomorphism, we have XrTl (A) G Z(A). TINS, by induction, 
XpQ (A:\ c 9(A) for every i, and SO NP*(A) = LJi SpQ (A) c 6P(A ). 
Corollaq ‘4.5. 77zere exists a language Lo such that for every oracle set A, 
NPQUERY’“(A) is the smallest class of languages that contains A and Lo and is 
closed under the Boolean operations, inverse homomorphism, and polynomial-erasing 
homomorphism. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.4 when one notices that the AFL generator LO 
for DSPACE(LIN) described by Wegbreit [I21 has the ;dl:operty that for every 
L E DSPACE(LIN) there is a homomorphism !l such that & --‘(Lo) = L - {e}. 
5. a? * = ?P%F’ACE 
The principal reason to compare the operators NP( ) and NPQUERY( ) is the 
question of whether NP* is equal to PSPACE. It is possible that NP 5 PSPACE but 
NP* = P’SPACE so that for some i, 2: = PSPACE. This situation is investigated in 
the following sequence of results. 
eorem 5Jo For each i 9 1 the following are equivalent: 
(a) 2; = PSPACE; 
tb) for every oracle set A, DSPACE(LIN) G 2: ((A); 
(c) for every oracle set A, NPQUERY(A) is &e smallest ck~ss of languages that 
contains every language in Ey and every language h-l((A@A)*) &tere h is a 
homomorphism and that is closed under intersection and polyn l kal-erasing 
homomorphism. 
roof. (a,+(c). From Lemma 3.3 of [S], we know that for every oracle set A, 
NPQUERY(A) is the smallest class of languages that contains every language in 
DSPACE(LIN) and every language h-‘((A@ hi)*) where h is a homomorphism 
and that is closed under intersection and polynomial-erasing homomorphism. 
Since DSPACE(LIN) s PSPACE C_ NPQUERY(A), if 2: = PSFACE, then 
NPQUERY(A) is precisely the class pecified in (c). 
(c) * (b). The class Xp (A) is closed under intersection and polynomial-erasing 
homomorphism, and every language of the form h”((A@A)*) is ikl X!(A) and 
hence in Z!(A); also, Cy C, Z;:(A). Thus, if (c) is true, then NPQUERY(A) G C:(A). 
Sljnce DSPACE(LIN) s PSYACE s NPQUERY(A), we see that DSPACE(LIN) 
&(A). 
(b) 3 (a). If (b) is true, then choosing A = 8 yields DSPACE(LIN) s Xp. But 
PSPACE = &,l,(DSPACE(LIN)) and &,&) = Xp. Since 2; c_ PSPACE, this 
means that 2: == PSPACE. 
Theorem !S.2. For every oracle set A the following are equivalent: 
(a) there exists an integer i such that DSPACE( LIN) E Z:(A); 
(b) DSPACEI(LIN) c NP”(A); 
(c) NP*(A) = NPQUERY*(A). 
Proof. Obviously (a) implies (b), and (c) implies (b) since DSPACE(LIN) G 
NPQUERY(0) G NPQUERY*(A). If (b) is true, then let &E DSPACE(LIN) be a 
language such that for every L E DSPACE(LIN) there is a homomorphism h such 
that h “(Lo) = L - (e}. (One such language LO is described in [ 121.) Since LO F 
DSPACE(LIN) G NP*(A) there exists ome index eisuch that LO E BP(A), and since 
X:(A) is closed under inverse homomorphism and union with {e} it follows that 
DSPACE(LIN) G C:(A) so (a) is true. Again if (b) is true, then consider 
NPQUERY*(A), which fsom Corollary 4.3 is equal to NP*(NPQUERY(A)). 
Using Corollary 3.4 and the properties of NP*( ), NPQUERY(A)z 
NPQUERW’WA)) = &,&co-NP(A) A DSPACE(LIN)) G NP*(A), Therefore 
NPQUERY*(A) = NP*(NPQUERY(A)) z NP*(NP*(A)) = NP*(A) and (c) is true. 
.3. For every oracle set A, if there exists an integer i such that 
IN) E Z!(A) or, equivalently, PSPACE, $‘(A), then for all j > 0, 
Zip0 (A) G Hr+j-l (A). 
Notice that for any oracle set A the question ‘ 
apparently compares two possibly infinite hierarchies 
1 = ? 
ver Theorem 5.2 shows 
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that it is sufficient to find that DSPACE(LlN) c 2$(A) (or, equivalently, Z:*(A) c 
. C:(A)) at some finite point in the pokynomial-query hierarchy relative to A. 
For any time and space constructable function f(n) and any set A, let 
RY(,f, A) (NQUERY( f, A)) be the class of all languages L(M, A) where M is 
a deterministic (resp. nondeterministic) oracle machine that uses at most f(n) work 
space and in any accepting computation is allowed to query its oracle at most f(n) 
times. 
CoroUary 5.4. For every oracle set r’:, every integer k > 0, and every integer i > 0, if 
f( 1 ‘, then Z:(A) # DQUERY(f, A), 2’:(A) # NQUERY(f, A), NP*(A) # 
DillRY( f, A), and NP*(A) # NQUERY( f, A). 
Proof. Each class S:(A) is closed under polynomial-erasing homomorphism as is 
NP*(A). The closure of NQWERY(f, A) or DQUERY(f, A) under polynomial- 
erasing homomorphism is NPQUERY(A). As noted in [S), DQUERY(f, A)s 
NQUERY( f, A) 5 NPQUERY(A). Thus the inequalities follow from Theorem 5.2. 
From Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, we have the following fact. 
Theorena 5.5, The following are equivakent : 
(a) NP* = PSPACE; 
(b) there ex+ts an integer i such that Zp = PSPACE; 
(c) for every a>racle set A there exists an integer i such that DSPACE(LIN) G Zp (A); 
(d) for every oracle set A, DSPACE(LIN) c NP*(A); 
(e) for every oracle set A, NY”(A) = NPQUERY*(A). 
(f) for every oracle set A there exists an integer i > 0 such that NPQUERY(A) is the 
smallest class of languages that contains every langutige in 2: and every language 
h-‘((A@ A)*) where h is a homomorphism and that is closed under intersection and 
polynomtai-erasing homomorphism. 
It is conceivable that there exists an integer i such that J$ = PSPACIZ but for some 
oracle set A the polynomial-time hierarchy relative to A is infinite. In such a case the 
polynomial-query hierarchy relative to A is also infinite since NP*(A) = 
NPQUERY*(A) (Theorem 5.5) and for all j, SF(A) c XrQ(A). Similarly, if Cp = 
PSPACE and for some A the polynomial-query hierarchy relaiive to A is infinite, 
then the polynomial-time hierarchy relative to A is also infinite. 
One can also compare classes such as N&i*(A) and NPQUERY*(A) with 
PSPAACE(A). It is easy to establish the following result. 
Theorem 5.60 For every oracle set A, NP*(A) = PSPACE(A) ij’ and only if 
DSPACE(LIN, A) s NP*(A), and NPQUERY*(A) = PSPACE(A) if and only if 
DSPACE(LIN, A) G NPQUERY*(A). 
Co~o~~a~ 5.7. For every oracle set A and integer k > 0, DSPACE(n ‘, A) f 
NPQUERY*(A), NSPACE(n’, A) # NPQUERY*(A), DSPACE(n k, A) # 
!VP*(A), and NSPACE(n k, 
From the results of [S] and the present paper, it is clear that classes of the form 
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PQUERY(A) and NPQUERY(A) and operators of the form J!+JPQUERY( ) akid 
NPQUERY*( ) are natural objects to consider. Theorem 2.1 of [ :] shows that 
NP = PSPACE if and only! if for every oracle set A, NP(A) = NPQUE BY(A), while 
Theorem 5.5 of the present paper shows that the union of the polynomial-time 
hierarchy is equal to PSPhCE, i.e., NP* = PSPACE, if and only if for e very oracle set 
A, NP*(A) = NPQ J!XY”(A). 
Raker, Gill and Solov ‘ry [2], Raker and Selman [3] and Simon ,snd Gill [lo] 
separate pairs of relrtivi:ed classes such as (P(A), NP(A)), (NP(A), PSPACE(A)) 
and #‘(A), PSPACE(A‘). These separation results are obtained by using versions 
of the diagonalization techniques of elementary recursive function theory. It is now 
clear that to settle questions such as NP = ? PSPACE and NP* = ? PSPACE, the 
appropriate relativizations of PSPACE are classes of the form NPQUERY(A) and 
NPQUERY*(A) instead of PSPACE(A). It is not known whether the standard 
diagonalization techniques can be used to separate a pair of classes NP(A), 
NPQUERY(A) or a pair NIP*(A), NPQUERY*(A). 
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